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An engineer’s
dream:
the story
of Melotte
by MARCEL VAN MARREWIJK

The first full day at the WAIC started with two plenary addresses of businessmen presenting new business models and new approaches to organizing business. Not completely new, but at least different from common approaches focusing on control, resource
exploitation and shareholder orientation.
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is quickly absorbing this production capacity and causing
prices to go up. A serious need for transformational change
exists.
The direct digital manufacturing technique used at Melotte
allows 850 prostheses to be produced every day, and 40,000
prostheses a year. The dentist makes a digital scan of the
patient’s mouth, jaw and teeth and overnight a prosthesis

The destiny
of digital
manufacturing

is made with a perfect fit. The local markets can be serviced,
while energy used in production is brought down by 80%;
no waste and only a fraction of the transport is needed compared to globalized business methods. At the end of its useful life the prosthesis can be returned and the material can
be fully used again for constructing new prostheses, without a loss in quality. This is one of the most convincing cradle-to-cradle cases ever recorded!
Melotte’s approach is also a powerful example of a so-called
Blue Ocean strategy. Instead of ‘me too’ approaches copying
the strategies of competitors, Melotte explored the potential
of new technologies, which enabled them to cut back on pollution and multiplying efficiency by a factor of 8. That is an
800% improvement over traditional technologies!
‘This is not only good for society and the environment, it also
makes good business sense.’ In his own authentic way, he
lives Cooperrider’s motto: doing well by doing good. With
a 20% growth per quarter, Melotte generates significant local added value. For the future of our economy it is essential
that we sustain our production levels by applying business
models using renewable resources and servicing local communities.
In terms of the 4 D cycle, Mario has gone from the ‘discover’,
‘dream’ and ‘design’ phase to ‘destiny’: working very hard
to make his dream come alive. Tuning his business model,
spreading the word and sharing his energy and knowledge
with people all over the world. This concept is easily scalable and the methods are transparent and accessible for
others to use it elsewhere. No strings attached, the InnoCrowd community of direct digital manufacturers will continue to learn from each other, improving their skills and
techniques, enabling more inefficient businesses to benefit
from sustainable development.
marcel@ai100.org - @mvanmarrewijk
Also based on a blog posted by Saskia Tjepkema
Videostream presentation Mario Melotte
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Mario Fleurinck

